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Abstract

Fiber networks are ubiquitous due to their low cost and high ratio of me-
chanical performance to weight. Fiber networks made of cellulose fibers from
trees are used as information carriers (paper) and as packaging (board). Often
the ideal product is both mechanically sturdy and possible to print on. This
thesis investigates the underlying reasons for the mechanical performance of
paper and board through the discretization and direct simulation of every fiber
in the network.

In Paper A the effect of fiber-fiber bond geometry on sheet stiffness is inves-
tigated. Many packaging products seek to maximize the bending stiffness by
employing stiff outer layers and a bulkier layer in the middle. In bulky sheets,
the fibers are frequently uncollapsed resulting in a more compliant bonded seg-
ment. Because all the loads in the network are transferred via the bonds, such
compliance can cause unexpectedly large decreases in mechanical performance.
Although many models have been presented which aim to predict the tensile
stiffness of a sheet, these predictions tend to overestimate the resulting stiff-
ness. One reason is that the bonds are generally considered rigid. By finite
element simulations, we demonstrated the effect of the lumina configuration on
the stiffness of the bonded segment on the scale of single fiber-to-fiber bonds,
and that the average state of the fiber lumen has a marked effect on the macro-
scopic response of fiber networks when the network is bulky, has few bonds, or
has a low grammage.

Compression strength is central in many industrial applications. In paper
B we recreated the short span compression test in a simulation setting. The
networks considered are fully three-dimensional and have a grammage of 80 to
400 gm−2, which is the industrially relevant range. By modeling compression
strength at the level of individual fibers and bonds, we showed that fiber level
buckling or bifurcation phenomena are unlikely to appear at the loads at which
the macroscopic sheet fails.

In paper C, we developed a micromechanical model to study the creation
of curl in paper sheets subjected to a moisture gradient through the sheet. A
moisture gradient is always created during the printing process, which may lead
to out-of-plane dimensional instability. We showed that the swelling anisotropy
of individual fibers bonded at non-parallel angles causes an additional contri-
bution to the curl observed on the sheet level.
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Sammanfattning

Fibernätverk finns överallt runtomkring oss tack vare låg kostnad och hög
styvhet per massa. Fibernätverk tillverkade av cellulosafibrer från träd används
som informationsbärare (papper) och som förpackningsmaterial (kartong). Ofta
är den sökta produkten både mekaniskt robust och möjlig att trycka grafik på.
Den här licentiatavhandlingen undersöker källorna till pappers och kartongs
mekaniska egenskaper, genom att diskretisera och direkt simulera varje fiber i
nätverket.

I Artikel A undersöktes effekten av fiberbindningarnas geometri på arkets
styvhet. Många pappersprodukter maximerar böjstyvheten per vikt genom att
använda styva yttre skikt i kombination med ett vekare mittskikt. I glesa och
porösa ark är en högre andel av fibrernas lumen intakta. En öppen lumen gör
fiberns tvärsnitt vekare vid skjuv- och dragbelastningar. Eftersom alla laster i
arket överförs via bindningarna kan denna vekhet leda till att glesa ark har säm-
re egenskaper än förväntat. Det finns många modeller för att förutsäga arkets
styvhet men de tenderar att överskatta den faktiska styvheten. En anledning
är att fibrernas tvärsnitt anses vara helt stelt. Med hjälp av finita element si-
muleringar kunde vi visa att tvärsnittets deformation har en märkbar effekt på
arkets styvhet när arket är glest eller har en låg ytvikt.

Kompressionsstyrka är en av de viktigaste materialegenskaperna i indust-
riella tillämpningar. I Artikel B återskapades kompressionsprov med kort in-
spänningslängd (SCT) med simuleringsverktyg. Arkets tredimensionella karak-
tär beaktades och ytvikter från 80 till 400 gm−2 studerades, vilket är det in-
dustriellt relevanta området. Genom att modellera kompressionsstyrka på den
detaljerade nivån av indivuella fibrer och bindningar kunde vi visa att knäck-
ningsfenomen på fibernivå sannolikt inte hunnit uppstå när arket förlorar sin
lastbärande kapacitet.

I Artikel C utvecklades en mikromekanisk modell för att studera uppkoms-
ten och utvecklingen av curl när pappersark utsätts för en fuktgradient genom
sin tjocklek. En fuktgradient skapas alltid under tryckprocessen eftersom bläck
deponeras på en sida åt gången. Fuktgradienten kan ge upphov till curl som
försämrar tryckkvalitén. Vi visade att den hygroskopa svällningens anisotropi
på fibernivå när två fibrer som inte är parallella är förbundna orsakar ett extra
bidrag till den curl som observeras på den makroskopiska nivån.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The fiber network is a common type of material. It is found both in biological
structures like plants and skin and man-made materials such as paper, carton board
and cloth. Although this thesis discusses fiber networks made of cellulose fibers
primarily from trees, the methods used are in principle applicable to more novel
fields such as that of electrospun non-wovens.

Fibers in a tree are stacked in regular patterns to confer maximum mechanical
performance in the most common load modes such as compression underneath the
branch attachment between the trunk and a branch in a tree. However, the structure
can be disassembled and reassembled into new configurations, which yields a more
disordered structure. Examples of such materials include wasp nests, constructed
out of chewed and regurgitated wood fibers, and this thesis, if you are reading a
physical copy. Henceforth the discussion will concentrate on paper made by humans.

Paper and board are made of wood pulp fibers initially suspended in a water
solution at a low concentration (1% fiber mass) and thereafter deposited on a fine
mesh. Board is paper with mechanical properties suited to carrying mechanical
loads. The free water escapes through the mesh while the fibers are trapped, forming
a bulky sheet. By heat and pressure, more water is forced out and the network is
densified. As the water content reaches approximately 50% of the suspension mass,
the fibers in proximity of each other bond together, forming a network not only
due to mechanical entanglement but also chemical interaction. Paper can be made
directly from wood pulp and water without any additional ingredient: the fibers
are naturally self-bonding when drying. By further pressing and heating, the fiber
content is eventually brought to be about 95% of the suspension mass by the end
of the production line. The essential steps are shown in Figure 1.1.

Although there are many bonds, they are weak compared to the strength of the
fibers themselves. For this reason, the primary mode of failure in tension is bond
breaks. You can verify this by pulling apart a strip of paper. If you look closely at
the fracture zone, you see fibers sticking out: this is called fiber pull-out. For this
reason, the mechanical performance of paper and board is intimately related to the
mechanical characteristics not only of the fibers but also of the bonds. To improve

1
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Figure 1.1: The essentials of a papermaking machine. The headbox, which contains
pulp mixed with large amounts of water shoots a jet of pulp suspension onto the
wire section. The forming, wet-pressing and drying stages are all designed to remove
the water added to make the suspension exit the headbox smoothly. The process is
continuous.

the bond strength, chemical additives are often added to the suspension during the
production process.

The importance of solid mechanics of fiber networks. The mechanical perfor-
mance of fiber networks plays an important role in a variety of practical situations.
Tensile strength of paper is a limiting factor during the production phase because
papermaking is a high speed, continuous process where a single failure causes the
entire process to halt. Board stiffness plays a major role in customer perceptions
of quality and is rigorously controlled in the production of consumer products such
as milk cartons. Compression strength allows corrugated boxes to be stacked on
top of each other, but it’s sensitivity to moisture can lead to catastrophic loss of
load bearing capacity in a relatively short time. Even copy paper is dependent on
mechanical performance as sheets swell in the presence of moisture causing graphics
to become distorted and jamming printers.

Need for understanding and prediction. Since fiber networks surround us, we
should aim to understand them in detail. Such understanding allows designers
to use the least amount of resources to achieve their design objectives. Accurate
prediction of performance speeds up product development and reduces the risk of
failure. The advantage of using no more material than necessary is obvious, resulting
in lower resource use and reduced transport costs at every stage of the product’s
life.

Purpose of this thesis. This thesis addresses three problems in fiber networks
made up of randomly deposited cellulose fibers. The aim is to understand specific
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aspects of network behavior under mechanical loads in tension (Paper A), under
compression loads (Paper B) and in the presence of moisture (Paper C). Among
the methods for understanding and prediction available, this thesis uses numerical
solution tools. However, the aim has been to apply and adapt existing numerical
tools to new problems rather than to develop novel numerical methods.

Advantages of numerical solution methods. The most widely cited reasons for
the increased adoption of numerical solution methods are lower cost and higher
speed compared to physical experiments. However, neither of these arguments are
compelling in paper and board research because physical experiments are already
comparatively cheap and as a result highly parallelizable. In paper and board
research, the major advantages lie instead in having access to complete information
in the solution domain. Having access to all relevant physical variables at all points
is a big advantage when working with a material exhibiting strong spatial property
variance such as paper. Furthermore, in a numerical setting the simulation of ideal
conditions is easily achieved. As paper and board are sensitive to moisture and
temperature, are strongly rate dependent, and have almost no stiffness out-of-plane
(sometimes making it challenging to even restrain the sample) this is a powerful
advantage.

1.1 Motivation
The advantage of paper and board compared to alternatives such as plastic is that
they are biodegradable. Compared to most materials they are also inexpensive.
However, paper products are viscoelastic (deformation is a function of time), hydro-
and hygrophilic (the sheet absorbs moisture and water, lowering the stiffness and
increasing the size of the sheet) and has high spatial variability in performance,
making it difficult to predict product performance and thus necessitating high safety
factors. While coating and chemical additives can mitigate these problems, they are
rarely as biologically degradable or cheap as the paper itself. The main challenges
facing paper and board producers are:

- Reducing material use while keeping (or ideally improving) mechanical per-
formance.

- Reducing the environmental sensitivity of mechanical properties without los-
ing biodegradability and recyclability.

- For board, to improve the predictability of, in particular, compression strength
over time.

- For paper, to improve the predictability of, in particular, out-of-plane hygro-
scopically induced dimensional instability.

This thesis attempts to address these challenges under the assumption that the
mechanical performance of fiber networks stems from the properties of the fibers,
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the number of bonds between the fibers and their properties, and the connectivity
of the network of fibers that make up the sheet. These aspects of a paper sheet can
be investigated by modeling the microscopic and macroscopic scales of the sheet,
ranging from a few µm (e.g. fines and fiber wall thickness) to a few centimeters
(samples with an in-plane area of about 2 x 2 cm2 are representative for the compu-
tation of for example the elastic modulus). Although the configuration at smaller
length scales such as chemical interactions and cellulose chain reorientation at the
scale of nanometers have a profound impact on sheet properties, such phenomena
are considered only in as much as they affect the properties of the micromechanical
constituents.

1.2 Previous Work

Paper and board are well explored in literature. The interested reader is referred to
the textbooks [1, 2, 3] as well as the transactions of the Pulp and Paper Fundamental
Research Society [4]. Cox was the first to formulate a modern model of fiber network
stiffness [5]. The Young’s modulus of a network was related to the modulus of
individual fibers by the density ρ of the sheet and the fiber, respectively, and a
constant, as in Equation (1.1).

Esheet = ρsheet

ρfiber
· Efiber

3 (1.1)

Cox’ theory assumes that a sheet can be idealized as a set of flat, ribbon-like
trusses deposited in a random (or biased) fashion on a plane. Every truss, each
representing a fiber, extends from one edge of the network to the next. Forces
are transmitted via the intersections of different fibers, which are assumed to be
pin-jointed. The three-dimensional structure of a real sheet is projected onto a
plane such that the model is truly two-dimensional. The main critique of Cox’
theory is that it consistently overestimates the stiffness of real networks. Numerous
attempts were made to refine it by introducing additional effects such as finite
shear and bending stiffness (an extensive review of proposed additions is offered
in [6]), transverse fiber properties [7], finite fiber length, and more. Perhaps the
best analytical model for the mechanical performance in tension was presented by
Kallmes and Perez [8]. With no fitting parameters they were able to supply explicit
error estimates. As can be seen in Figure 1.2, which shows the relative error in
predicted strength, the accuracy of predictions suffered from the simplifications
imposed to make the calculations possible to perform by hand.

With the advent of easily accessible computational power the analysis could be
extended into three dimensions and incorporate the non-linear part of fiber network
response, as presented in [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] and as envisioned already in [8] (p. 812).
Compared to ealier attempts to model fiber networks using simulation tools such
as [14, 15, 16] the main advance of the method was the incorporation of bending
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Figure 1.2: Predicting the strength of paper sheets without computers. The rel-
ative error is too large for quantitative engineering applications. Relative bonded
area (on the abscissa) is an optical measurement of scattering when light is shone
through the sheet. It is related to the degree of bonding inside the network, which
Kallmes and Perez sought to highlight as the most important predictor of mechan-
ical performance.

and shear modes of deformation as well as consideration of the network as a fully
three-dimensional structure.

From a conceptual point of view, this thesis builds on the frameworks presented
above. The three articles share a common framework for the description of the
fiber network. The fibers are idealized as Timoshenko beams and the fiber-to-fiber
bonds are represented by pointwise penalty based cohesive contact elements. The
framework was first presented in [9]. In a series of publications, various aspects of
the framework were improved [17, 18] and different aspects of paper manufacture
and use were examined [19, 20, 21].

In relation to the recent advances in continuum modeling of paper and board
[22, 23, 24, 25] this work seeks to investigate how to alter and tailor the network
response, rather than replace the continuum representation at the scale it is most
effective: the converting and container design stage. It is a complement rather than
a competitor to such frameworks, as it addresses different questions.

1.2.1 Deformation of the fiber cross-section

The question of which fiber deformation modes are important during sheet defor-
mation has been revisited several times (see further discussion in [6]). Although
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in most applications the extensional deformation mode stores most of the elastic
energy, bending and shear deformation modes can be easily incorporated in a finite
element setting via Timoshenko beam elements and extend the range of products
which can be studied. In contrast to a volumetric description, the cross-section of
a beam element remains constant or is scaled to enforce volume consistency during
axial straining. This is no problem if the fibers are completely or almost collapsed,
like the right fiber in Figure 1.3. Such is the case in many paper products. However,
in certain settings a bulkier and sparser sheet is desirable, and in such products,
there are a high number of uncollapsed fibers which look more like the left fiber in
Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Fiber cross-sections determined by micro-tomography. The image has
been binarized to enhance the contrast between material and void. To the left, a
fiber with an open lumen. To the right, a fiber with almost collapsed lumen.

In modern paperboard, the board is often made up of several layers with a
large variation in density throughout the cross-section. The reason is that bending
stiffness is one of the most important performance measures in many applications,
and bending stiffness is maximized by having as much as possible of the material
far away from the neutral plane of the sheet. The mid-layer of the board sometimes
even uses a different type of pulp (such as chemo-thermomechanical pulp) and is
less dense. A larger number of lumina (the open center of the wood fiber) in this
part of the sheet remain open. Under such conditions, the assumption that the
cross-section is rigid may no longer hold.

The strength of the bond is possible to determine experimentally [26, 27, 28, 29,
30]. Measuring the elastic properties of the bonded cross-sections is more difficult
as fibers are not straight and the load cannot be applied too close to the bonded
segment. Some previous works none-the-less attempted to quantify the transverse
stiffness of fibers (not bonded segments) [31, 32, 33]. The main conclusions were
that the fiber response is roughly that of an elastic cylinder (the material non-
linearity contributes only a minor part of the total non-linearity). However, the
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scatter in measured response was large (approximately a factor 20), as shown in
the summary presented in Table 1 of [31]. Furthermore, only the load curve as
the fiber is compressed and ultimately collapsed could be obtained in most studies.
As the compression and collapse typically takes place in a wet state during the
manufacturing process, it is more interesting to determine the normal and tangential
stiffness if the fiber is peeled or sheared from a compressed state, ideally without any
prior stresses as the stiffness of the fiber in a wet state is low (Figure 1.4). Paper
A presents a discussion of the bonded segment’s stiffness under such conditions.

Figure 1.4: Load cases on the fiber-to-fiber bonds during straining of the sheet.

1.2.2 Compression strength

Compression strength is lower than the tensile strength, implying that the strength
when subjected to bending loads is controlled by the compression strength [34, 35,
36]. This is in addition to the many pure compression load cases in packaging
applications.

The most widely used measure to predict the maximum compression load of
a box is the McKee formula [37]. The McKee formula predicts the collapse load
of boxes by relating it to the flexural stiffness of the box walls and a property
of material response referred to as edge compression strength [2]. The formula is
given in Equation (1.2). Here, a and b are empirical constants, ECT is the edge
compression strength, Z is the perimeter of the box, and Sb,MD and Sb,CD are
the bending stiffnesses of the paperboard in the machine direction (MD) and cross
direction (CD) normalized with respect to width. The empirical constant b ≈ 0.75,
implying the relative importance of the edgewise compression strength compared to
the bending stiffness [37].
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BCT = a · ECT b
(√

Sb,MDSb,CD

)1−b
Z2b−1 (1.2)

The understanding of compression failure of paper and board was initially ham-
pered by the difficulty of constructing a feasible and standardized test. In compe-
tition with several other tests, the Short span Compression Test has become one
of the most popular way of determining ECT in Equation (1.2). The Short span
Compression Test yields a single data point: the maximum load recorded during
the compression of the sample. The test setup is schematically shown in Figure
1.5. What exactly causes the compression failure to initiate is disputed, but most
authors cite buckling. Every length scale from the box to the nanofibril has been
accused of being the weak link [34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42].

Figure 1.5: The Short span Compression Test method of determining the edge
compression strength. The unclamped segment is 0.7 mm long. The gray clamps are
clamped with a standardized force of 500 N, regardless of the sample characteristics.

The critical question is what length scale ultimately controls the initiation of
failure. Excellent work exists at several different scales already, especially the work
of Habeger and McKee [37, 39]. Other workers have contributed to the under-
standing of failure of multi-ply boards when the interface between different plies is
comparatively weak [43]. Many authors speculate whether there may be a smaller
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length scale which is ultimately responsible for the failure, despite the excellent
agreement with experimental data presented by Habeger shown in Figure 1.6 (p.
86 in [1], p. 155 in [44], p. 496 in [2], p. 130 in [45]). Most authors suggest or seem
to suggest that fiber free span buckling is the relevant smaller scale.

0 5 10 15
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Figure 1.6: Habeger and Whitsitt [39] showed that the compression index of a given
sheet could be predicted by taking the square of the geometric mean of the in-plane
Young’s modulus (C11) and the shear modulus (C55). Even adjusting for density
(ρ) which is almost always the dominant predictor of performance, the points line
up on an essentially straight line. A wide range of sheets were used to produce the
figure.

Although several research groups worked on single fiber testing, only one group
published work on the compression of single fibers which could have substantiated
the claims about fiber buckling. Sachs and Kuster performed SEM imaging of fibers
undergoing compression. They claim that compression failure of the network is pre-
ceded by delamination of the S1 from the S2 layer inside fibers. Figure 1.7 shows
schematically the different layers of a wood fiber. Such delamination leads to a
sudden decrease in effective bonding between fibers inside the network. Effective
bonding is the ability of a bond to transmit load, as opposed to apparent or optical
bonding which mainly concerns surface to surface contact. As the bonds release,
even a small amount of additional load cause fibers to buckle, completing the struc-
tural collapse [40, 41]. The reason buckling takes place directly after delamination
may be the increased span length between intact bonds. Sachs performed a sec-
ond study working with single fibers where the failure sequence was the same -
the whole fiber buckled only after several other failure modes had developed [40].
No force-displacement data were presented. Dumbleton also tested single fibers
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in compression. The fibers were compressed and then examined using optical and
diffraction methods. The method used makes it hard to draw any conclusions be-
yond that micro-fibril angle reorientation and fiber micro-compressions are both
active at large compression strains (p. 108 and 127 in [46]).

Figure 1.7: Artist’s impression of the single fiber ultrastructure. Notice in particular
the relative importance of the S2 layer which constitutes up to 80% of the fiber
volume and confers most of the mechanical performance and the helical orientation
of cellulose fibrils in S2 (sometimes referred to as the microfibril angle). The S1 and
S3 layers contribute only marginally to the axial mechanical performance. The P
layer has been linked to the fiber’s ability to swell when exposed to moisture, and
may function essentially like a sleeve.

Working with a representation of the sheet where every fiber and every bond is
represented explicitly, the question of whether fiber buckling is a plausible explana-
tion for the difference between compression and tension strength can be examined
directly. Because the numerical setting affords access to the solution variables across
the problem domain, the free spans and the loads affecting each fiber in an SCT at
the macroscopic load which causes failure can be tabulated and compared with the
buckling load of the member calculated by the Euler or Shannon buckling formulas.
This is the experiment performed in Paper B.

1.2.3 The dimensional instability of sheets exposed to moisture
In printing, dimensional instability of sheets is a problem for several printing meth-
ods. In offset printing colors are deposited sequentially. Each color deposits some
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water on the sheet. In-plane dimensional instability manifests as sheet expansion
and causes misregister. This in turn causes the image to appear out of focus.

The observation that moisture caused different degrees of swelling in the machine
direction, the cross direction and the thickness direction of orthotropic sheets set
off a search for the responsible mechanism. With advances in microscopy it became
possible to directly observe free and bonded segments of the fibers on the surface of
a sheet, as well as in isolation. It was shown that transverse swelling of the fibers is
an order of magnitude larger than the axial swelling [47, 48, 49, 50]. Typical values
of the coefficient of hygroscopic expansion are 0.15-0.30 %/%mc in the transverse
direction and 0.02-0.03 %/%mc in the longitudinal direction of the fiber [48]. The
commonly used definition of moisture content is given in Equation (1.3). Because
bonds are formed before the shrinkage is complete when the sheet is first made,
stresses appear in the bonded segments [47]. A schematic description of the events
taking place as a single fiber-fiber bond dries is shown in Figure 1.8.

ξ = mwater

mpulp,dry +mwater
(1.3)

Figure 1.8: Artist’s impression of the formation of a bond and a residual stress
state in the bonded region during the drying of paper. Illustration based on [48]
and [51]. Subscript L refers to the longitudinal axis, along the length of the fiber, and
subscript T refers to the directions spanning a plane orthogonal to the longitudinal
axis. Approximate values for the elastic moduli taken from [52, 7].

Uesaka proposed to reconcile the observations made of individual fibers with
the behavior of orthtropic sheets by introducing a stress transfer efficiency function
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[49]. A wide range of transmission efficiencies were possible depending on the con-
figuration of the bond [53]. Nevertheless, he concluded that paper hygroexpansion
is probably materially influenced by fiber longitudinal hygroexpansion and not only
by transverse hygroexpansion [53]. The sensitivity of in-plane hygroexpansion on
drying restraints, density, and MD-CD differences could be explained and have since
been confirmed by micromechanical simulation [54].

Recently, modeling of moisture-induced deformations has experienced a resur-
gence. In particular, the traditional models which satisfactorily explained the ob-
served behavior are less able to predict sheet performance ab inizio. To shorten
development cycles and tighten tolerances producers increasingly seek to tailor the
pulp and additives used against a wide range of target criteria. In such a workflow,
understanding the impact of making even minor adjustments is of interest.

Any model needs to contain a way of incorporating the spatial variance in prop-
erties over a large (and dense) enough sheet to be industrially relevant. In printing
applications, the relevant sizes are in the range of millimeters to meters and gram-
mages above 60 gm−2. Recent advances in computational methods with regards
to the modeling of environmental loadings on paper sheets have re-examined the
implications of results reported in the literature. In a series of papers, Bosco and
co-authors explored the subject of hygro-thermo-mechanical properties of fibrous
networks with special application to paper sheets [55, 52, 56]. Both elastic and
in-elastic responses were investigated as well as the influence of the homogeneous
and in-homogeneous application of moisture. The homogenization approach used
to relate microstructure to macrostructure results in a computationally efficient for-
mulation. Several other authors have recently contributed explanations to moisture
induced deformations [57, 58, 59, 60, 61].

Motamedian omitted the homogenization step, preserving the disordered struc-
ture of the network while opting for a condensed kinematic formulation through the
use of Timoshenko beams instead of 2- or 3-dimensional area (volume) elements [20].
The beam formulation correctly predicted both the deformations and the stresses
obtained when modeling the network with two-dimensional area elements but at a
fraction of the computational cost. The validity of the assumption that the bond
can be modeled as two perfectly bonded segments was not examined. This assump-
tion is critical in judging the validity of the results, as it is directly related to the
stress transmission efficiency. One way to check if the two-dimensional description is
sufficient is to implement a fully volumetric bond model and compare the obtained
response. In Paper C such a model is implemented.

In high-speed ink jet printing, another dimensional instability can cause prob-
lems. When the sheet is passed through the printer, ink is deposited first on one
side and then on the other. The difference in moisture content between the side
already printed and the side not yet printed can cause the sheet to curl out-of-plane,
overcoming the gravity-induced body load tending to keep the sheet flat. In an ink
jet printer, the nozzle heads depositing the ink are intricate and expensive compo-
nents which cannot support a collision with the sheet edge. To protect the nozzles,
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sheets which curl are detected and discarded. This can result in significant waste.
Moisture induced curl is traditionally explained using laminate theory [3]. The

wetted sheet expands non-uniformly through the thickness and this gives rise to
out-of-plane bending. A multi-ply formulation can be used to describe a through-
thickness moisture and material property profile of arbitrary shape [62]. The results
obtained were quantitatively coarse but qualitatively correct if the induced defor-
mation was not large enough to require the plate problem to be formulated for finite
deflections. The latter shortcoming was addressed with some success [63, 64, 65].

In practice, the laminate theory models have proven unsatisfactory compared
to the results obtained in other fields [66]. Under transient conditions, they are
unable to predict the out-of-plane curl that is generated. The principal reason for
this is that the bonds, of which there are many, introduce an additional component
of curl due to strain incompatibility in the bonded region. This additional curl is
not addressed in laminate theory models. In Paper C a volumetric description of
the bonded segment is used, which allows the direct modeling of this additional curl
contribution and it’s addition to the curl predicted by laminate theory.

1.3 Summary of Appended Papers
Paper A. The effect of geometry on the compliance of the fiber bond regions against
normal and tangent loads is investigated. Since the fiber bonds play a key role in
paper performance, the compliance of the bond regions can affect the amount of
elastic energy stored in the bonds and thus change the stiffness of paper products
under certain conditions. Using finite element simulation tools, the major difficulty
of performing controlled mechanical testing of the isolated bond region was overcome
and the key geometrical factors affecting the compliance of the bond region could
be studied. Specifically, the compliance of the fiber-fiber bond is strongly governed
by its geometric configuration after pressing. Among the strongest factors is the
collapse of the lumen and the crossing angle. Using the range of stiffness values
obtained for different fiber geometries, the effect of bond stiffness on the stiffness
of the sheet was demonstrated by fiber-level simulation. It was shown how the
dependence of tangent bond stiffness on fiber-to-fiber angle further softens the more
compliant cross-machine direction.

Paper B. Failure initiation of randomly oriented fiber networks in compression
with a special emphasis on cellulose products such as paperboard were modeled.
The conditions of the short span compression test used to quantify the compression
strength of paperboard was recreated using simulation tools. The phenomenologi-
cal failure mode of such networks was reaffirmed to be elasto-plastic buckling. The
X-shaped failure mode often observed in such tests could be attributed to the ex-
perimental restraints during testing due to the low out-of-plane stiffness of many
networks. The most significant improvements to sheet strength can be obtained by
improving the elastic properties of fibers while the strain to failure is increased most
by an improvement of the plastic yield and hardening properties of individual fibers.
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The effect of fiber transverse shear deformation was investigated and shown to be
significantly more important than in tension. Bond breaks had a small influence on
the overall response in well bonded sheets. The mass at risk of undergoing elastic or
elasto-plastic buckling at the macroscopic stress level where failure is observed was
investigated. The fraction of mass was found to be small for a large range of para-
metric values even when accounting for imperfections and misalignment, indicating
that fiber buckling is likely not the failure initiation mechanism in sheets with a
grammage of above 80 gm−2. The network was demonstrated to retain much of its
load bearing capacity when a number of fiber segments had hinge formations.

Paper C. A computationally efficient method to study the in-plane and out-
of-plane dimensional instability of thin paper sheets under the influence of mois-
ture changes was presented. The method explicitly resolves the bonded and the
free segments of fibers in the network, capturing the effect of anisotropic hygroex-
pansion at the fiber level. The method was verified against a volumetric model.
The importance of longitudinal fiber hygroexpansion was demonstrated despite the
absolute value of longitudinal hygroexpansion being an order of magnitude lower
than the transverse hygroexpansion component. Finally, the method was used to
demonstrate the formation of macroscopic sheet curl due to a moisture gradient
in structurally uniform sheets in the absence of viscoelastic or plastic constitutive
behavior and through-thickness residual stress profiles.
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